
I mprovement in Gas Burner8. 

Thomas Shepherd, of Philadelphia, has ta
ken measures to secure a patent for a goodim
provement in gas burners. The burner is 
formed in two parts,-made separate,-a 
socket and cap, the latter of which has a 
conical shaped cavity in the centre 01 its up
per surface, which i; filled with silver, and 
made smooth and even j a cavity is then drill
ed in the silver, and two vent holes are drilled 
through the cap, passing through the sides of 
the cavity at opposite points. The burners 
which are in common use, are all formed of 
one piece-cap and socket, and the great diffi
culty experienced in forming them, is the 
drilling of the vent holes j they must have a 
per/ect line with the bore of the main passage, 
or a slight imperfection will render the bur
ner useless. The cap being made separate 
from the socket, in the new burner, either 
piece that is perfect (socket or cap) can be 
retained, if the other is not drilled correctly. 
The lining of the cavity with silver prevents 
corrosions and 0 bstructions of the passage, as 
in the ca5e of com plete brass burners. A new 
cap can also be fitted to an old socket, if any
thing should render the cap inoperative. 

Improved Knives for Cutting Hay. 

William Hovey, of Worcester, Mass., a well 
known inventor, has taken measures to secure 
a patent for a useful improvement in the knife 
cylinder for cutting hay, straw, and other sub
stances. The cylinder for carrying the knives 
is of cast metal, and composed of spiral wings, 
with the backs brought as closely as possible 
to:ether, so as to unite and form a solid axis of 
a smaller diameter than that necessary for the 
journals j their ends are protected and connec
ted together, and to the journals with heads. 
The diameter of the cylinder being reduced 
to the smallest possible degree, the leverage 
is there by increased, and it takes less power 
to operate the knives. One-third of the num
ber of knives may be saved, and the feed is 
cut equally as short j the spaces between the 
knives are left more open, and are therefore 
less liable to clog. By reducing the number 
of knives, their twist is increased, and a finer 
contact between the cutting cylinder and the 
roller againstlwhich it cuts the straw, &c., is 
the result j the improvement on this class of 
machines is a good one. 

Rotary Engine. 

Cassius A. Mills, of Cold Water, Michigan, 
has invented an improvement on rotary en
gines, for which he has taken measures to se
cure a patent j it has a double steam chamber, 
and is intended to work true in the DI\.HnS 
and pi.tone, ov U. W ooviate the common 0 b
jections of unequal friction, and consequently 
uneven wear of the parts. 
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ImprDved Truck fDr Car •• 

M. H. Coover, 01 West Philadelphia, Pa., 
has taken measures to secure a patent for an 
improvement in railroad trucks, which con
sists in the use of a bolster placed transverse
ly on the truck frame, said bolster having 
springs (one at each end) of india rubber. The 
car is attached to the bolster, and the springs 
counteract the lateral motion of the car, and 
render the movement of it much easier than 
those in use at present. 
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ments is to enable the key to draw the tooth 
directly from the jaw, instead of racking it 
over at the side, by which practice, in tough 
cases, the jaw bone is sometimes broken. 
Measures have been taken to secure a patent. 

An Improvement In Attaching Hullo to Axles. 

W. N. Chamberlain, of Ithaca, N. Y., has 
taken measures to secure a patent for an im
proved mode of attaching hubs to axles, the 

nature of which improvement consists in ma
king the skein of sheet steel or iron, and of 
tubular form, so as entirely to cover the arm 
of the axle j the said skein has a thimble on 
its front end with an aperture through its cen
tre, through which a bolt passes, the head of 
it being within the skein. A nut is secured 
on the ouber end of the bolt, and against the 
front plate of the hub, the bolt revolving with 
the hub. 

LEAVITT'S IMPROVED PORTABLE MILL. 

The annexed engraving represents a valua- terior cone, and moves it round about, as ex hi
ble improvement in Portable Mills, adapted bited in the engraving. 
to the various grinding and crushing purposes The adjusting screw apparatus, C, is also 
of a farm, which are now required and found simple and effectual, and is worked trom above 
so profitable in the improved modes of feed- without interfering with the operation of the 
ing stock. It is the invention of Mr. Charles mill. :By it the mill is made capable of appli
Leavitt, of Quincy, IIIinois, who obtained a cation to a vast range of purposes, as well as 
patent for it, on the 6th of last month (July, being made to grind coarse or fine, as desired. 
1852.) Among the uses to which this mill is adap-

This mill diff ers from those of ordinary con- ted, are the following, viz., shelling corn, grind
struction in having the relative position of the ing or crushing corn and cob together, grind
grinding surfaces reversed, that is, the exter- ing meal from corn and other grains, crushing 
nal hollow cone or concave grinder, A, is made roots, grinding bark mashing apple" for ci
to revolve on the inner or convex cone, B, der, and other like purposes. 
which is stationary, and so tormed with an This form of mill is so simple in its con
internal cavity, that it may be readily and struction, and its parts are so few, that it can 
securely fixed on a post, or any tree stump be furnished at a very low price, when the 
which may stand convenient, and thus all ex- value ot the services it performs is considered j 
terior framing, as well as shafts or spindles" and for the same reasons it is very durable and 
are entirely dispensed with j and the lever to unlikely to get out of repair. 
which the horse is connected, for giving mo- For further information, or applications re
tion to the mill, is attached directly to the ex- specting rights, address the patentee as above. 

INGHAM'S HORIZONTA.L W A.TER-WHEEL. 
Figure 1. Figure 2. 

the water, acting on plate E, obviates down
ward pressure on the shatt, thus preventing 
und ue friction. 

More information may be obtained by let
ter addressed to Mr. Ingham, No. 304 West 
street, New York. 

Stone Cutter. 

M. Decoster, a French stone cutter and an 
ingenious man, has had constructe�, for use in 
his stone yard, an engine with a square cylin
der. This is lurnished with four drawers, two 
for receiving and two for exhausting steam. 
This construction of this steam engine does not 
appear to cause more trouble than ordinary 
engines. This engine carries a num ber of po
lishing machines and works them with great 
exactitude. M. De�roster says that by this 
experiment he has learned how to construct a 
simple engine which will occupx but a small 
place aud perform a large amount of labor. 

To Reach Ship. In Dlstre8l. 

M. Dorey & M. D'Houdelot, of Havre, have 
imagined a system of using an india rubber 
cover, to serve for an envelope to. projectiles 
sent to a shipwrecked vessel, in case ofits be
ing stranded too far Irom the shore to be 
reached by boats. Their plan is this: a strong 
cord is fastened to a covering of india rubber, 
which is placed over the muzzle of the can
non, when the carinon is fired off the india 
rubber cover is caught by the ball and carried 
by it over, or into the ship-the string accom
panying it being sufficient to enable the sail- , 
ors to pull a rope to them. 

The above two extracts are translated. from 
the "Genie Industrielle." 
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Wig_ and Toupees made by Machinery. 

Charles Bourgard, of this city, has invented 
a new machine for making wigs and toupees, 
which will do away with all hand labor in 
making the same. It contains one or more 
needles, and has a Irame and carriage j the 
needles receive such motions in relation to 
each other as are necessary for the 'perf or
mance of the operation. There is a work
frame placed upon a slide-Irame, which rests 
upon a carriage, and is adjustable longitudi
nally and transversely. The silk or other 
material of cloth in which the hair is to 
be inserted, is placed in the work-frame, and 
any quantity of hair is laid upon the lace of 
the cloth. The needle is barbed and receihs , 
a:reciprocating motion in a line perpendicular 
to the cloth, and passes through it from its 
back side, catching one or more hairs as may 
be required, drawing the ends through the 
silk to the other side. The carriage on which 
the toupee cloth is placed, is moved by an 
intermittent rectilinear motion, so as to bring 
the cloth forward to its proper position for 
every passage of the needle. The hairs are 
inserted in rows, and the distances between 
the rows and the separate hairs are' regulated 
by the double slide frame j the machine is in
gemous, and it does its work in a very supe
rior manner. Measures have been taken to se
cure a patent. 

New Paddle \Vlleel. 

Ebenezer Barrows, Jr., of this city, has ta
ken measures to liecure a patent for an im
provement in paddle wheels, to make the 
blades dip vertical, act horizontal in the wa
ter, and lift vertically out of it. The axes of 
the blades are secured to a ring which is 
hung eccentric to the rim 01 the wheel which 
form the bearings for the axes of the blades. 

J ames Miller, of Worcester, Mass., has in
vented a machine for punching the cards used 
in the jacquard for weaving. The plan of 
punching cards, at present in use, is by hand, 
this machine punches out a whole card at 
once. It contains also the pattern, tor the 
cutter to read his punches each thread 01 

which is successively presented to the eye 
with the greatest facility. It can easily be 
operated by a boy. 

The annexed engravings are views 0 f a new 
horizontal water-wheel, invented by John 
Ingham, of the city of New York, and for 
which he has applied for a patent. 

ling the shaft, B, and is stationary j this is 
the discharge pipe j E is a circular plate se. State Fain for 1862. 
cured to the case to move along with it j it is The following is a list of the Agricultural 
of less diameter than the case, to allow of a Fairs to be held, during the coming Fall, in 
suitable space at the outer edge for the water various sections of the Union: 
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Dentist Instruments. 

Melvin Jinks, of Wayland, N. Y., has in
vented a uselul improvement on Turnkeys for 
extracting teeth, the nature of which improve
ment consists in substituting for the fixed ful
crum, a rolling one, which lies against the gum 
and rolls 0 n the key as it is twisted. The 

I 
key is furnished with an additional claw for 
the purpose of catching the tooth on the same 
side as the fulcrum, and opposite to the ordi-� hook cl.w. Th. ,bj�' , fIh�. impro"· 

Figure 1 is a vertical section, and figure 2 is 
a top or plan view of the interior. The same 
letters refer to like parts. 

The wheel is set and secured in a frame in 
any of the known ways, so as to be supported 
and run freely in journal boxes. A is the 
wheel j it is of peculiar construction: the out
side, by a plan view, fig. 2, resem bles a hollow 
disc j by the section, fig. 1, its vertical section 
is of the form of a double cone. There is no 
opening outside of the case,-it is perfectly 
close at top, sides, and periphery. It is com
posed of two covers, b c, united together by 
screw bolts, enclosing the buckets and water 
chambers inside. The wheel is secured to 
the shaft, B, at the top. H is a pipe enclo 

to pass up and over, and through the buckets. Vermont and Rutland, Sept. 1, 2, 3 

aaare the buckets or water spacesj they are New York, at  Utica, . " 7, 8, 9,10 

vertical partitions secured on the plate, E. Ohio, at Cleveland, . " 15, 16,17 
The water is admitted to the wheel through Michigan, at Detroit, " 22, 23, 24 
the trunk, F, fig. 2, and passes into the wheel Canada West, at Toronto " 21 to 24 
at the centre by a spiral shute, G, as shown Indiana, at Indianapolis . Oct. 19, 20, 21 
by the arrows, to give the water a whirling Pennsylvania, at Lancaster. " 20, 21, 22 
motion, then it passes through the chamber, Wisconsin at Milwaukie " 6, 7, 8 
D, over the edge of the plate, E, to chamber, New Hampshire . " 6, 7, 8 
C, and through the buckets, a a, and is then Georgia, . . . . " 18 to 23 
discharged down through the stationary pipe, Maryland, at Baltimore . " 26, 27, 28. 29 
H, which encompasses the shalt, B. The case, Am. Pomological Congress, at Phila. Sept. 13 
plate, E, and buckete, with the shaft, revolve j American'Institute, at New York, O�tober 5 
the other parts are stationary. American Ins. Exhibition of Stock, Oct. 19, 

Th;, whul ;, my .impl. in "M�"Ii"
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